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PART I

INTRODUCTION

93 (ivf%tZ^LJ?TlVe* ° vthS Inte9rated Programme for Commodities resolution
clJTriL »«h J '' "lth.a VieW tOproving «*° terms of trade of developing
££ET' "\orderto eliminate the economic imbalance between developed and
developing countries, concerted efforts should be made in favour of deVelopina^
S^^ S eXpandin3.-d diversifying their trade, improving Z diversifying
their productive capacity, improve their productivity and increasing their
earnings, Vith a view to counteracting the adverse effects of inflation ^t
sustaining real incomes". 1/ It is a global programme of action aSedat
the market structures in the international trade in commodities or^tore

^X"^ " ^^ th ii Sand

L-^-* ^ resolution ii: was agreed to begin simultaneous work o£ negotiating
commodity agreements or arrangments on IS commodities 2/ of key interest to
developing countries and to complete preparatory meetings hy Pebrtiary 1978; ''

r6solua°n' " was also agreed that a Common irimtf should be
\FUnd "nd ^ Intern«ional Commodity Organizations (ICOs)

%ZL T f W°Uld thUS beCOme the main elements of the PaoR^ge'o?
long term ™*t """fata further P-cessing of raw materials! marketing
^n Purchase and sales commitments and compensatory financing t« ensure
earnings are stabilized and prices kept a*: remunerstive levels.

was finaliri^' hegotifionf were <=°-»Pletea and a Common Fund for commodities
Y ?eed upon under the auspices of ONOTflD, as provided for under

3 (w» « h
n?psof ONOTflD, as provided for un

S?*reS°1Ut1^ 93 (w» • « was the culmination of over four years of
exhaustive negotiations during which time the Fund had become the1 central focus
dL^ varlou\fora °! «* dialogues taking place between the developing and toe
developed countries of the world. *he agreement reflects a consensus between
producer and consumer nations and a breakthrough in the attempts to negotiate

Sa^dfaUed th°Ugh Partial refOCT1S tO the --stingesflalLSXternational

1/ TD/r.ES/93(Iv> - Integrated programme for commodities

lams ^ard0^"-" "*' bana"a' ^^^ CO0°a' C°Pper' cotto"'»»*
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5. It is against this background that the seventh session of the Conference of
African F!inisters of Trade requested the ECA and OAU Secretariats to conduct an
in-depth study on the prospects of reaping maximum benefits from the implementation

of the Common Fund for presentation to their Eighth Session. V

6. In the same Conference African countries in particular and all developing

countries were urged to sign arid ratify the agreement as it represented a major
step forward to the establishment of a new international economic order and
provided a framework which could be improved on as time goes by.

7. This study accordingly reviews the extent to which the original objectives
were met in the Cc-mmbn Fund Agreement, discusses ways and means of maximizing,
benefits given the confines imposed by the agreement and attempts to suggest
what steps could be taken next in the continuing search for a better deal.

PART II

REVIEW OF THE *1AIN CONCLUSIONS OF THE COMMON FUND AGREEMENT :

8. Given below are the main conclusions of the Common Fund Agreement.

A. Objectives and functions

9. The main objectives of the cdmmon Fund are: .......

- to serve as a key instrument in attaining the agreed objectives of^
the Integrated Programme for Commodities as embodied in the Nairobi

Resolution 93 (IV) of UNCTAD; ,

- to facilitate the conclusion and functioning of international

commodity agreement or arrangements (ICAs) particularly concerning

commodities of special'interests to developing countries. A list

of 18 commodities was selected for initial coverage. V

10 The financing activities of the Fund are grouped under two accounts, the
second account being the product of Africa's initiative and insistence:

3/ (E/ECA/CM.8/13) Report of Conference of African Ministers of Trade on its

Seventh Session, 1-3, Feb. 1982. r>p 13-14. .,

4/ TD/IPC/CF/CONF./25:Agreement Establishing the Common Fund for Commodities

29 July 1930. PP. 4.
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- under the first account, the Fund is to contribute t6 the financing

of internationally co-ordinated national stocks within the framework
of the, international Commodity Associations;

- the second account finances all measures in the field of commodities
other than stocking.

11. The fund's third main function's to promote co-ordination and consultation
with regard to measures in the field of commodities other than stocking and their
financing, with: a view to providing a commodity focus.

B« Fund financing arrangements

12. The three main sources are: directly contributed capital by member States
or governments; cash deposits and back-up government guarantees from individual

commodity organizations which join the Fund. The Fund will be able to use these
two resources to: borrow further finance on highly favourable terms from the inter
national capital markets. - .!'.>■•;.■

13. The original proposals of the Group of 77 for capital contribution did change
in the course of negotiations. The $6 billion initial capitalization has been
replaced with an initial value of $750 million. 5/ There, however, is still the
provision for one-third of total requirements or International commodity organiza
tions to be contributed in cash and for the remaining two-thirds to be borrowed
against guaranteed capital. These contribution ratios are now to be met by
participants in International Commodity Organizations (ICO's) as and when they
associate to the Fund rather than by member States signatories to the Fund as'
originally proposed.

14. This shift gives the ICO's greater individual autonomy over their financing,
but does not affect the ability of the Fund as such to raise sufficient resources
to meet all potential calls on funds. Thus the apparent under-achievement or
under-capitalization as compared with the original $6 million capitalization as
originally proposed is deceptive. The actual magnitude of the Fund's capital can
exceed the 6 million depending on the degree and the quality of participation by
the ICO s and countries that chose to sign and ratify the Fund Agreement.

15. Although the African Group and the; developing countries in general had
resisted membership to the Fund by regional economic groupings, in the end it

was agreed that membership in the Fund would be open to all States, members of the

5/ Ibdem. Schedule A. pp. 46-50.
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united Nations or any of its specialized agencies, the International Atomic Energy
Agency or any Intergovernmental Organization which exercise cogence in the fields
of "ctivltv of the Fund. The Intergovernmental organizations will however^ be
required to undertake any financial obligations to the Fund nor wxll they hold

any votes. ^ ., . ■ •

16. Assuming all member States of mOTM> join, the directly contributed capital
would total 5470 million, of which AS400 million will go to the first account and
"Trillion as voluntary allocations to the second account. In addition the^
slconc account will have other voluntary contributions, both governmental and non
governmental, of a further $380 million, making $350 million in total. From time
to time further voluntary contributions could be made to the second account. Of
the total Erectly contributed capital, 5370 million will be in the tor. ofjaid-in
"cash shares, while 5100 million will be payable" shares (payable only in case of
imminent default by the Fund) but which will serve as backing for the Fund s
borrowing. The money will be paid in;three separate tranches. 6/

17. vmile financial contributions are a responsiblity of individual countries,
i help reveal the collective

17. vmile financial contributions are a py

relative contribution shares by regions or groupings help reveal the collective
strength of the regions. In addition to fixed "entrance fee the additional
contribution is based on the country's share in world commodity trade and/or its
ability to pay. On this basis, of the total directly contributed capital of $470
million, the Western industrialized countries, members of the Organization for
EconoSc .Co-operation and Development (OECD), would contribute approximately $241,6
SS or-a!! per cent, The 199 developing countries who were members of ONCTAD
in June 1980 would contribute $151 million or 32.1 per cent, while rat ofthe
remainder would be snlit between centrally planned market economies of Eastern
E^ope wno would contribute 546 million or »;B per cent and China $16 million or .

3.4 per cent. 7/

18 The initial capital and guarantees will be supplemented further by

resources derived from.international cor^odity organizations <ICOs>. Each ICO
will be required to deposit with the Fund, in full or in instalments, one-third

SU i (PR)d th overnments
will be required to deposit with the Fund,
of its maSUv financial requirements for stocking -(MPR), and the governments
member of the ICO will be required to provide "Guarantee capital equivalent to
the remaining two-thirds. -The ICO will be entitled to withdraw cash deposit
when™needed for its stocking operations and to borrow an additional amount up
to two-thirds of its MFR. The Fund will be authorized to raise the requisite

resources bv borrowing from its members, international *^^ ?^*££
capital markets. : The warrents in respect of stocks acquired l>y the, too, ^V^
its cash-deposits as well as with loans from the Fund, will have to be pledged to

the fund.

6/ Ibidem P.P. 0-12.

X Ibidem Schedule A. P. ^6-50.
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(i) The first account

19. As a global institution, backed by government guarantees constituting a

substantial proportion of international community, the Fund can expect to achieve

the highest credit-rating on world capital, markets. This will enable it to

mobilize greater resources on more attractive terms than would be the case for

individual commodity agreements* ; .

20. The pooling of global resources accross a number of commodities and backed

by government guarantees from both consumers and producers, is a novel feature

for international institutions. By facilitating the financing of stocks, the first

account can act as a catalyst in the negotiation of agreements for commodities

where the assurance of sufficient finance has been in doubt.

21. For all commodities, the presence of an account with a line of credit to

adequate finance will mean lower direct outlays for member governments and greater

assurance that resources will be available to meet the price stabilization

objectives of the agreement than if there were no Common Fund.

22. Previously, consumer governments only had.the benefits from stocking to draw

upon and the financing was left to the producers. The Common Fund negotiations, led

to the acceptance of the principle of joint consumer and producer financing. Thus;

the Fund will finance all commodity activities of organizations in which both

consumer and producer are represented for their mutual interests. These ■-
organizations must also cover the bulk of world trade in the commodity concerned

and the stocks must be internationally held or nationally held but internationally

co-ordinated. ;

23. TheilCO's must conclude an association agreement with the Fund Tseofre use

of the facilities of the first account can be made. On joining the Fund, ICO's

must deposit one-third of their maximum financial requirements (HFR) in the

first account of Common Fund at once or in instalments. Governments participating

in the commodity agreement will be required to provide guarantee capital equivalent:

to the remaining two-thirds of their (MFR) . The financial responsibility of ■'■•
individual governments will be determined by the ICO1s; not the Fund. Normally

ICO's will-use the Fund as their only, banker- ' -'■ :: ■

24. The ICO's will be completely autonomous, and other than for the! two-thirds

MFR, the: Fund has no authority to call on an ICO, and the ICO aUthdrity will'^, - <■■

determine the timing of interventions in the market in accordance with their own

guidelines laid down in respective commodity agreements. 8/ The ICO will^have!-

the right of immediate call on their one-third deposit and the flexibility and

liquidity of their funds are assured. They can also borrow automatically from

this account the remaining two-thirds of MFR. Unused depositis of the ICO will

earn interest in the account.

8/ Ibidem. P. 12
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■><=. The account's lending the ICO's will be financed by the cash deposits
availaSe in Z Fund and by the Fund's own borrowing activities. The Fund will
be able to borrow from its own members, from other international financial
institutions and from the capital markets.

,6. The Fund'sown financial activities will be governed by the need to ^
tractive rates on its lending activities and to ensure the necessary liquidity
to neet auicfly any foreseable demand from ^mber ICO's. ^It will therefore mix
short-term deposits with higher yielding longer-term investments.

27. The individual commodity agreements are the determinants of both the size
or the first account and its back-up guarantees to be used in raising further

plus a large potential to borrow from international money markets.

(ii) The second acctiuht

28 From the very inception of the Common Fund idea in 1975, the African Group

mm^MsmsMm
"'the lo^g rut to prove Se'mosfimportant element in the Fund agreement for most
countries, in Africa. , . ;

The account will provide finance, either as loans at concessional
form of grants, for commodity related measures other than stocking. These

Wlli ^eiude finance for market promotion, research and development, improving,
the competitiveness of the commodities concerned.

The initial resources of the second account will be "SO^Uion all made
30

regular reviews.

9/ Ibidem P. 21
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31. Producers and consumers within international commodity bodies meeting

specified criteria are eligible to submit proposals for, funding from the second

account. Unlike the first account, which restricts beneficiaries to establish.,, ;

international commodity bodies for Fund financing, whether or not they are

associated ICO's, provided they meet stipulated criteria.

32. Tlie Executive, Board of the Fund may commission an appraisal of, the.

proposed project by an institution or agency which is specialized in the field.

Once tli^:appraisal . is completed, the decision as to whether the money.will be

made available"will require at least two-thirds majority of the Executive Board.

Any money provided in grant form must come from that part of the second account

which has received .direct government contributions.

33. It is expected tliat the second account.of the Fund x-ri.ll maintain a close......
relationship with international and, regional financial institution, This would;

help to avoid duplication of projects and also allow the second account to take

advantage of possible co-financing projects with those or any other competent

bodies.

34. A well functioning second account to the Fund could do much to raise the

development prospects of the world's least developed countries giving these

countries priorities in their disbursement of the funds. These funds can have

significant-impact on fundamental restructuring, of commodity production .by releasing

the.wasted potentials,through research facilities, transport and storage system, .

dissemination of knowledge and expertise in crucial areas including marketing,

transport, logistics, information for. all developing countries but particularly

the least developed countries.

C. Management and voting . ,

35. The Common. Fund is fully autonomous. Every member country :will have a seat

in the Governing Council. In addition, there is to be the Executive Board ;..

of 28 Executive Directors who will be. responsible to the dayrto-day. management

under a full-time Managing Director. The Board will take decisions on a,wide

range of issues including cashing-in promisory notes and approving loans from the

second account.

36. Membership of the Board will be based on voting strength in the Fund and

countries combining and constituting 2.5 per cent of total votes will be entitled

to one seat on the Board. The approach is similar to that in force in IMF. .

However, in the Fund, the developing countries have a more equitable share in

decision-making due to vote sharing.
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37. Although the developing countries contribute 32.1per cent of the directly

contributed capital, the vote for this group is approximately 45. per cent.

For the African region the corresponding figure is 3.8 per cent contribution and
18 per cent votes. 16/

38. The voting distribution therefore gives developing countries some improve

ments based on the principle of equality among nations. The voting structure is,
however not permanent and the Governing Council is empowered to adjust the

distribution of votes and will keep the structure under constant review depending
on such factors as country participation in individual commodity agreements. '','.'

39. As much as possible decisions are taken without a vote, but, where votes are
required, a three-tire system of majorities is provided for, namely a simple

majority, two-thirds majority and three-quarter majority. These majority
differentiations are for the purpose of creating checks and balances.

PART III

PROSPECTS FOR AFRICA :

40. Africa as the region most dependent on primary commodity production and
trade, continues to encounter the problems of commodity trade. These problems
are aggravated by the fact that a large share of production of Africa's

commodities continues to be in the hands of trnsnational corporations. The

trade infrastructure including storage, standardization, grading, transportation,
insurance, marketing in addition to the rights and privileges of determining
prices, is largely in the hands of foreign entities among which the transnationals
play a major role.

41. The commodity markets which have tended to be unfavourable to the developing
countries have also been instrumental in generating world instability due to the

subtle relationship between growth of commodity production and trade and growth of
industrial production and trade.

A. An Assessment of the Common Fund

42. Five major broad areas have been identified under which the likely prospects
for the African Region under the Common Fund are discussed.

10/ Ibidem: Schedules A and D P. 46-50 and 55-59.
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(i) The extent to which IPC objectives have been met under the Common
Fund Agreement

43. In 1976, at Nairobi the UNCTAD Resolution 93 (IV) on Integrated Programme

for Commodities had as its objectives the replacement of the piecemeal and

isolated attempts of previous years vrith a co-ordinated across-the-board approach

to the whole commodity Sector. The IPC was to be supported by the Common Fund

which would be the catalyst providing the incentives for producers and consumers

to negotiate and conclude, agreements setting up a number of commodity organizations.

44. While each commodity has its own special.:.chara'cteristics and problems the
integrated approach of IPC reflects the world realities in such, aspects as

recession, monetary instability and inflation"and"the desirability of an

integrated solution,. There is a. need for a viable solution to the search for
price stability and security for supplies and thus a need for consumer producer
accord within the commodity agreements. "■..■.-.-, ■

45. The,IPC, in addition to integrating commodities is designed to increase and
improve the quality qf trade. The Common Fund and ICO's based on buffer.Stocks

are just 'two of a package of measures designed tp improve and stimulate further
processing of raw materials, marketing, long-term purchase and sales commitments

and compensatory financing to ensure earnings are stablized as well as prices. '

46. The Resolution stipulated a wide range of measures other than stocking to
be undertaken. The initial coverage of the 18 selected commodities should be

reviewed. Thus, while the many commodities which are riot stockable mayLbenefit
from other measures there are equally many commodities of interest to specific

African countries which are not covered and from which a number of African countries
most dependent on them stand no chance to benefit from either account ~'of the
Common Fund. ■ ...--..■

(ii) Co-operation and other association issues between ICA's and Common Fund

47. There is a wide spectrum of association issues whicli can be imagined real br
otherwise between ICAfs and the Common Fund. These are, however, issues under
consideration under the preparatory Commission of the Common Fund.

48. The main areas under consideration include) what type of association :
instruments would be most appropriate taking in consideration the variations in
ICA structures and member composition. The co-oneration arrangements.have therefore
to cover issues of policy and modes of operation whose consequences should not

deter but rather strengthen the utilization of Common Fund resources a^ well as lead
to the realization of.targeted objectives as stipulated under the integrated
programme for commodities..
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(iii) Liquidity .. .......

49. The stockable commodities out of the 18 - are cocoa, coffee, copper, cotton,

hard fibre jute, rubber, sugar, tea and tin, and Africa is significant in only a

few of them on world scale and these are produced by a few African countries each.

50. The four commodities nemely rubber, cocoa, sugar and tin on which agreement

has been reached have a combined potential of supplying $950 million to the first

account as their one-third contribution :and provide another 1.9 billion in back-up

guaranteed capital, a factor of significance in considering the fund's financial

viability and credit worthiness.

51. Progress has been slov? oh the other commodities but the conclusion of

the Common Fund Agreement (CIF) should be an incentive for the conclusion of

international Commodity agreements in the rest of the stockable commodities- and

of inter-national arrangements in the rest of the commodities. The creation of

ICO's members of the CIF woulr! greatly improve the finances not only of the Fund

but of the individual ICO's themselves since it is unlikely they would all face

liquidity problems at the same time. ...

52. Shoud efforts be redoubled the potential for,the Common.Fund first account

could be; several folds more than what was originally envisaged, namely 6.billion

US dollars.

53. The activities of the Second window are of particular interest to the

African countries as this area is v/here the collective concern of the region is

most urgent and pronounced. The African countries are justified in worrying

about the1 size of the Second Account and subsequently its real capacity to meet

the other objectives of IMC other than stocking. The mechnanism through which

voluntary contributions for its replenishment can be made and the minor possibility

of using some revenue from operation of first account remain unpredictable,

unreliable for development measures to depend on. It is here, where negotiations

for reforms may be called for in the future (especially Since the CF is a single

entity inspite of the accounting separation of the 2 windows).

54. It should be stressed that the criteria for securing loans and generally

financial benefits do not depend on ratios of contribution but rather on a

wide range of considerations including need.

(iv) Implications for the least developed countries

55. The African Group in its various meetings have demonstrated their concern

about the difficulties encountered by the least developed countries in their desire

to expand, develop, process and transport their products. They have equally

expressed concern about the problems that arise in relation to the infrastructure,

technical and other problems connected with high freight rates and shipping cost

which reduce the earnings of their product immensely. Hence their insistence that

a common Fund should be a source of finance and not sinply limited to the function

of dealing with the problems arising from the functioning of the market mechanisms=
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56- As discussed elsewhere, the first account's primary responsibility has to

do with the question of stocking measures. Some least developed countries in Africa

are bound to be insignificant direct beneficiaries of any positive consequences of

such measures. .

57. It is, however, the Second Account vrhich is likely to have the greatest

potential for this group of countries, as indeed has been awply pointed put in

all African Group meetings. It is in the operations financejd by the Second Account

that the vertical restructuring of the commodity sector leading to a sharing in

the operations of the transnational could be of mutual benefit to producers and

consumers can be achieved.

58.!; Contributions to the Second Account are supposed to be made essentially

on voluntary basis. Thus the mechanism does not have a predictable formula for its

replenishment. Hence the hopes of the least developed and for that matter all

African countries are only partially met.

59. It,should be pointed out that the Ministers of Finance of OPEC members

countries'did decide to extend grants to enable the least developed countries to

pay their subscriptions to the Directly contributed Capital of; the Common Fund.

In such cases the OPEC Fund would act as the paying agent on behalf of the least

developed countries concerned. Such a possibility is provided for in article II,

paragraph 7. of the agreement, and constitutes a catalytic offer to a group of

countries which may have had a financial barriers to their entry into Common Fund

membership.".' It is worthwhile noting that, of the 35 states to which OPEC Fund
offers apply fully, 29 have already signed the Fund Agreement, including all of

the African Least Developed Countries.

(v) Financial obligations

60. In their quest for an international buffer stock supported by a supply

rationalization scheme the African Group needed the least cost option with

higher potentials to realize the target. Within the terms negotiated in the
Common Fund Agreement the African contribution represents 8.8 per cent of the
total with a 18 per cent voting ratio.

61. Furthermore the establishment of the Fund means individual governments Will

have to put up far less cash than would otherwise have been the case. The

mandatory roles o£ producer and consumers in financing "arid the clear relative

roles of the JCO's have ma£e the/burden for African Producers more manageable
than would have been the case if producer agreements were the option taken.

62. Finally, the least developed countries have been fortunate to receive an

offer from OPEC to meet their original contributions to the Fund.
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B. Possible Impact of Common Fund over production and trade in commodities

63, From table 1 it will be observed that, in 1979, African states exported

over $9.1 billion worth of the ten "core" commodities, which represented well over

40 per cent of the regions total exports excluding oil. In the list of the 18

commodities identified under the Integrated Programme for commodities Africa's

share of some of these commodities is very significant. For example based on

calculations from export data of 1979, Africa exported over 55 per cent of world

cocoa, 25 per cent of coffee and over 20 per cent of, copper. .:.

64. The African region naturally must be interested in the commodities under

discussion in the IPC and particularly in all factors affecting their production,

marketing and most importantly their prices. The history of commodity trade is

full of violent price fluctuations and the most recent years witnessed precipitous
declines. In the absence of effective and adequately financed international

agreements to stablize prices at levels which are remunerative particularly to

producers and predictable to enable countries to plan their economic development

the African countries, particularly those most dependent on commodity trade are-

doomed. Although international commodity agreements exist for some commodities,

on the whole, even in those cases, they have not been functioning effectively due
to lack of finances for stocking operations.

55. The first account of the Common Fund has three positive factors which could

aid in alleviating the financing operations of coinmodity measures particularly
stocking. Firstly, the Common Fund embodies agreements for the first time, on the

principle of joint financing between producers and consumers, in contrast to the
previous practice of producers financing only.

66. Secondly, the Fund should be able to raise more funds and at better rates,

than individual Commodity agreements or commodity organizations because of size
of operations, and international and national back-up. Thirdly, financing
through the Fund would lead to a saving of cash drain on limited resources from

the respective country treasuries. Thus, in practice, instead of exporters fully

financing the required commodity stocks, the burden v;ould have to be split equally

between producers and importers, and, thus, one half of maximum financial requirements
"MPR" of the stock will be met in cash by the producers and consumers respectively.

This means further that, under the Fund, producers would put up in cash only their
share of the directly contributed capital of the fund, plus their share of the

deposit which the commodity organization must make with the fund. Since the

deposit is.only one-third of the I3FR, this means producers would put up only

one-sixth of the MFR, in addition to their small capital subscriptions to the Fund.

The potential saving to the countries is significant and yet the capacity to stock

and thus influence the prices and earnings from the commodity exports in an
additional positive,factor.

67. From table 2 calculation of potential ncash savings" have been made for the

African States based on the assumption of successful stocking agreements for the
major commodities listed in the table. It will foe observed that the "cash saving"

could be considerable once stocking agreements covering the commodities of major
interest to African countries have been concluded.
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68. Turning to the Second account of the Common Fund, it should be recalled that

the African countries were instrumental for its creation., to deal with all commodity

measures other than stocking. -These measures include research and development, and

other development measures. Mready the African region has identified projects to

be financed either wholly or partially from the second account and the pressure for

more second account resources exists. It is also worthwhile to note that second

account operations are not limited to any specific commodity list, thus other

commodities of interest to African region could become beneficiaries. The extent

to which these second account funds can be available to a large degree will

depend on efforts as well as collective pressure of recipients to pursuade

potential donors to contribute to the fund.

69. Finally, all efforts should be made by the countries concerned to ensure that

they and transnational corporations will reap maximum benefits from the functioning

of the Common Fund in so far as the production, processing, manufacturing

distrubiton, pricing and marketing of their commodities are concerned.
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Table 1

exports of the 18 "Nairobi"commodities, 1979—

(dollars million)

Commodity

Coffee* - ■■ ■ ■

Cocoa*

Copper*,

Cotton*

Timber

Phosphate rock

Vegetable oils and fats

Sugar*

Iron ore

Value

3,084

1,937

1,733

1,368

799

771

475

455

Commodity

Tea*

Bauxite

Rubber*

Manganese ore

Meat (bovine)

Hard fibres*

Tin*

Bananas

Jute

Value

255

177

156

138

100

84

54

50

Source: UNCTAD document TD/B/C.l(S-I)/Misc.l

Note: * - in list of ten "core" commodities

a/ These are the 18 commodities listed in UNCTAD resolution 93(IV)

Commodity

Coffee

Cocoa

Copper

Cotton

Table 2

Cash savings from membership in Common Fund

(dollar million)

Savings

163.6

198.2

191.3

56.7

Commodity

Sugar

Tea

Rubber

Tin

Savings

50.8

7.3

8.2

21.0

Total 663.2

Mote: They are based on the actual memberships for existing commodity

agreements, on trade shares for agreements not in existence and

universal participation of African countries in the Common Fund.
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Table 3

Explanation to table 2

Cash savings from membership in Common Fund

Notes to the table

:i. , 1. Each entry represents the estimated cash savings to the country

. listed for the following combxnations of commodities:

SUM-ACO: Coffee, Cocoa, Copper, Cotton

SUM-ACR: as SUM-ACO plus Sugar

SUM-AAC: as SUM-ACR plus Tea

SU?*-ABC: as SUM-AAC plus Rubber

SUM-ALL: as SUM-ABC plus Tin

:..2. The estimates were based on the following assumptions regarding

buffer stock sizes and maximum financial requirements (MFR) of

the commodity agreements.

Commodity

Coffee

Cocoa

Copper

Cotton

(•000 tons)

Maximum

buffer

stock

675

350

1,000

650

($ million)

MFR

1,785

772

1,984

932

Commodity

Sugar

Tea

Rubber

Tin

('000 tons)

Maximum

buffer

Stock

2,500'

40

550

50

(S million)

MFR

827

76

435

750
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PART IV

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS RELATING TO THE 18 IPC COMMODITIES

70. Between 1976 and 1980 only one new International Commodity agreement for

natural rubber hasjbeen negotiated under the IPC U/. Numerous difficulties have
been encountered in negotiating problems facing each commodity as well as agreeing

on solutions to them. However there have been substantial modifications in a

number of others and progress towards creation of international Commodity bodies

which would entitle producersrof said commodity to benefit from operations of the
Second Account, In these later cases some advance has been made to propose

projects, candidates for financing soon after operation of the fund starts.

71. Given the conclusion of the Common Fund Agreement and the elaboration of its
provision for the potential.magnitude of its financial viability a major hurdle has

been overcome.- Jt would-,seem clear that this offers a,basis for conclusion of the
Commodity agreements which is the prerequisite to full realization of the potential

of Common Fund and ultimately of the IPC.

72. Here below is a review of progress made in the Commodity negotiations as

stipulated in UNCTAD IV Conference in Nairobi in 1976.

(i) Commodities covered by International Commodity Agreements

Cocoa ;

73. The recently concluded International Cocoa Agreement provides for an inter

national buffer stock of 250,000 tonnes financed from a levy 12/. In terms of the

Agreement establishing the Common Fund, such International Commodity Organizations

are eligible for association with the Fund for purposes of its first account.

Article 32 of the Cocoa Agreement provides that "v.-hen the Common Fund for

commodities becomes operational, the Council shall have the authority to negotiate

the modalities and, upon decision taken by special vote, implement the required

measures for association with the Fund according to the Principles set out therein,

with a view to making full use of the financial possibilities offered by the Fund".

74. The maximum Financial Requirements (MFR) of the Cocoa Agreement are estimated

to be $730 million. However, the funds raised as far through the levy ($230 million)

can only purchase about 40 per cent o£ the total stock envisaged in the Cocoa

Agreement. Moreover, there is a provision for a possible increase in the size

of the buffer stock by up to 100,000 tcnnes to a total of 550,000 tonnes if the

11/ UNCTAD Monthly Bulletin No. 175, December 1979, p.2.

12/ TD/Cocoa 6/7: International Cocoa Agreement 1980, Article 30,31.
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Agreement is extended by two vears ttc „ . .
facilitate the financing of its toial stocking "
severe problems faced by the ICCO in obtain*
of the W). have underscored the SpSS^f
ifhich would provide these resource!1 automatically

would thus

, the recent

(beyond the *e"
the Co»on Fund,

through tiYnt^t^r^^^*SS^Ttrle* CO^>"^vSSote
pro^ammes on developmental measurfs for OLhe.?rfaration of international
market promotion and measures M^ij^L^f1^^1^ «* ^velopment,
exporting countries in the processing »«2!?? g *e Partic'ipation of developing
cocoa products, Sueji programmes could be ^nn"g *?dudlstribution of cocoa and
Orgaaitetip^ for financing from its second ^ ! ? Intenwtional- Cocoa
cocoa producers may wish to examine possibl^^ /* th±S resPecV the African
move towards this end. examine possible ways and means of influencing the

Coffee

76. The International Coffee
arrangements which could

13/

cor^ comities identified!^' the

objectives of the of

buffer stock more attractive? the establisS'of

acwvi^^crm^e^m^ h3S been tended until
benefits of research and develoomenV JSi ^ *=count' although potential
participation of developing caries in the Z^ imProve^«ts, Ld increased
of coffee are quite evident, "ver ^the avai^HM-^' ™arketing and distribution
Co^n Fund might stimulate the interest of ^ ^ °f finance from th^
partxcularly during the re-negotiS^fihf*££?£££ ^ ^ —»•■

1983 ^Sot a^:u^
into force on 1 October 1983. However
is impossible to say whether the Sw agreement

"ew a8ree""™t to enter

*** »"«^«M. and it

IV ICO: International Coffee Agreement
1976.
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Rubber

■ ,-i-Sf' .

30. -The- International Natural Rubber Agreement^ which entered*£
provisionally on 23 October 1980, provide for an international buffer ■toe* of
550 000 tonnes. The maximum financial requirements (MFR) are estimated at $435
rfl£m, Tucie 42 of the Agreement provides that'Vhen the €— Fund becomes
operational the Council shall take full advantage of the facilities of ^^
Son .Fund mutually acceptable terms and modalities for an f»«sW^.-^«
to be signed with the Common Fund", The rapid decline of rubber prices ^ingt
W 13 months has required the buffer stock manager t0,interv^?n^^f^ur™
the market since October 1982. He has on occasion faceo some difficulties caused
by the slow response of signatories to provide fresh funds for his operations-,

difficulties which would of course be absent if the Fund's Account were operational

81.; The Rubber Agreement also provides for a number of measures other than
stocking. These include research and development, productivity improvements.
Processing and marketing of rubber. Programmes of measures in these areas could
be sponsored by the Rubber Council for financing by the second account.

82. The International Sugar Agreement provides for the stabilization of prices
through export quotis supported by a system of national stocks which are
internationally co-ordinated but not internationally financed except for the

carrying costs which are financed from a levy. The agreement, which was
re-negotiated in 1977, authorizes the International Sugar Council to consider and
make appropriate recommendations regarding measures through which it can take full
advantage of the facilities of the Common Fund 15/. The Association of the Sugar
Agreement could thus provide considerable beaefits to sugar exporting countries
who are at present required to bear the fulj burden of financing the acquisition of
stocks. The current agreement will expire on 31 December 1982: negotiations are
currently underway to decide whether to extend the current agreement for up to
two years, or to approve a new agreement. . f: ; :

83. The International'Sugar Council has not carried out any substantial
activities which could benefit from; the second account of.the Common Fund, However,
the availability of finance from the second account might stimulate interest in

such activities, such as the'iong-tenr utilisation of sugar for processing into

fuel. i

TD/R»bber/t5. Irttettational Hatfc*ftl Rubber, Agreement, 1979

15/ International Sugar Agreement, 1977, Article 55.
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Tin

^International buffer stock but the financing of which is equally sharelbetween
producers and consumers on a mandatory basis, followingthte IPC principle Te
International Tin Council will be eligible to conclude an Association Agreement
With the Fund, and thus benefit from the reduction in direct costs to rational

Se^r:WhiCh lhtS r" ti1 i '
onal

t:nne lt r tia1' SinCe " ^resent the entire initial st'cK of
tonnes must be financed directly by the producing and consuming government

85 The International Tin Council does not currently carry out any substantial
activities which could be financed by the Second Account. Howeve^there ^v well
be scope for its activities to be expanded in areas such as research and devLomtent
productivity, improvement and increased participation of developing counts *
SSrS1^^^f diS«ibUti0n- In that -ent the International Hn

would be eligible for assistance from the second account.

(il) c°™»°dities not covered by International Commodity Agreement

Bananas

agreeme^to^hnl^ ^ "" ;mP°"ant Problem fa""g Ananas, and a commodity
discussion in lT.ll PrlC6S ha- b8en a main obJective of international
discussion m recent years, particularly, in FAO. However, even if such an

^'T1^61111 W°Uld nOt be in 3 P°SitiOn to -*" "self of the
°f ^ C0I™°n F"nd " view of the -suitability of

fiscussion under the IPC, consideration has been given to the

programme and on the appbrpriate follow-up action needed to implement it 16/ A

rS^0'6"5 ^ ^^'been Stoittd b i SS ^

See TD/B/IPC/BANANAS/7, paragraphs 6-1S. IiNCTAD/CD/240 - GE.30-150.
509.
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88 The prospects for opening up new markets for bananas are being assessed
with a view to elaborating projects in this area which may obtain finance from the

second; account.

49 The second account could in the longer terra also assist in financing projects
in'other fields, such as greater participation by developing exporting countries -
in tie marketing and distribution of their products, including maritime transportation
of bananas and improved distribution networks.

Bauxite

90 No discussions have taken place so far on bauxite under the Integrated
Programme for Commodities, However, the first such meeting is scheduled for
8-12 November 1932 in Geneva. AnonR the objectives which might :be pursued^in ■<
respect of this commodity are pricing and taxation policies aimed at sustaining ■
or improving the terras of trade of developing countries, the.expansion of processing
in these countries and their increased participation in production, transportation.
Marketing of the facilities of the Commond Fund through its First ana/or second
accounts would depend on the scope of international action which might be agreed
upon and on the eventual establishment of an international arrangement.

Cotton

91 A large number of preparatory meetings have been held on cotton and detailed
discussions have taken place both on the question of possible international measures
to reduce price fluctuations and on measures othsr than price stabilization. The
UNCTAD secretariat has proposed a number of options with regard to price
stabilization 1?/. However, views will remain divergent on this question. A number
of cotton expoHing countries (the Izmir Group which comprises-16 countries accounting

for about 80 per cent of world cotton exports) have been pressing hard foran
international*buffer stock or a system of internationally co-ordinated national
stocks as the most suitable mechanism for reducing price instability. However, a
■number: of large importing countries and some exporting countries have not supported
any of the options proposedby the tiNCTAD secretariat. Efforts are continuing ta
resolve''these differences of view. In this context, it may be recalled that cotton
is one of the ten "core" commodities identified in the -UMGTAD secretariat stuaies,
which preceded the negotiations on the Common Fund, as suitable for stocking and tor

benefitting from the operations of the fund.

17/ TD/B/PC/Cotton/15, para. 62, 8(d)
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92. There is a broad consensus on the need for international action on cotton

in a number of areas which could benefit from the activities of the second account.

Detailed consideration has been given in the framework of discussion for the

establishnent of Cotton Development International (CDI) to a comprehensive

programme of measures in areas such as research and development of marketing and

promotion. IS/ The initial budget of the programme, as proposed by thfe sponsors of

the CDI, for which the second account is seen as one of the main sources" of ' u
finance, would be abound $20 million per year in addition to a1capital expenditure

of $2.5 million on research facilities. Thereafter, the annual budget would grow

rapidly to more than $40 million in the fifth year.

93. While the "Izmir Group'^? attaches considerable importance to the proposed
programme for the CDI, they have emphasized that all international efforts of

various aspects of problems facing cotton should be integrated into an international

cotton agreement negotiated within the framework of the Integrated programme for

Commodities and that negotiations on price stabilization should be parallel to these

on other measures. This notion is inherent in the UNCTAD secretariat's latest

proposals, circulated to governments in May 1982, for an all-embracing International

cotton Organization. These proposals are currently being studied by governments,

following which the Secretary-General of UNCTAD will hold consultations to determine

whether:it is possible to move to negotiating phase*

94. A large number of intergovernmental meetings have taken place on cotton which

is facing serious problems due to price instability, and numerous studies have

been undertaken on these and other problems. Cotton is one of the ten "core"

commodities identified in the UNCTAD studies, which preceded the negotiations on

the Common Fund, as suitable for stocking and for benefitting from the operations of

the Fund. The proposals considered in the Preparatory Meetings under the IPC

included the establishment of an international buffer stock for establishing prices.

No agreed view has yet emerged on this proposal and efforts to resolve the

differences are still continuing. If agreement is reached on the establishment

of an ICA providing for stocking arrangements it could benefit from the First

Account.

95. Consideration may also be given to the adoption of measures such as research

and development, productivity improvement and increased participation Of developing

countries in processing, marketing and distribution and the establishment of an

international arrangement, which might benefit from the operations of the second

account.

TD/B/IPC/Cotton/21, para.32,33,34.

19/ TD/B/IPC/Cotton/17
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Hard fibres - Abaca and products

96, The question of price stabilization for abaca and products has been under
consideration in the FAO. However, the performance of the recently revised FAO
information indicative price arrangement for abaca has. not proved adequate and
the abaca producing countries have therefore expressed a renewed interest in
international action of a more formal nature to ensure greater price stability.
Furthermore, there nave been efforts to introduce a domestic pricing scheme in the

for- SET ™ VT ?° pr°vidin* the basis &* international pricHtabi ization
fcrnnnfn' J Potentlal availability of finance for stocking from the first
account could act as an incentive for the completion of these efforts.

f°Ty '?* Undei' ^ Int°S**<«? Programme .for Commodities,
l ! en focussed on the development of programmes to improve the

competitiveness and to expand the consumption of abaca on drawing up a list of
projects which could be "■ financed by the second account. 8

Sisal and heriequen•'andjproducts

and nrn^Stf^al.r°l-nt °f ^eparatory work has been done on sisal and henequen
and products Under the integrated Programme for Commodities 20/,' Although

W^rbeen^r-iC" haS ^ -fiiveft t6 P^c.s «™?"i8atl5n the discussions
i»rtJ£l- ? Cm?lusLlve ana thc V3riM-3 °?t±ons w^h regard to possible
international action have not been discussed in detail. However, in this context

Lffi^lld ^ ¥* =^«K -sal and henequen, was one of the'
^ ldentif^ ^ ^ "NCTAD secretariat studies

°n thS CDranon ^md* as Stable for stocking and for

?£ ^^JS^-i.^r^ cinablishing s bltf£er1rniKnua«ti/«.f, ' ; ". " "enequci. i^ s-..-11 uiider consideration and recently
consultant s stuuy v;as circulated to governments on the feasibility o£ such an

T^^^^^^^ *» the «« account couL facilitate

100. In the recent preparatory work on sisal and heneauen under the

profraZL t°o C0!m°ditiKes' a«™^«>» ^ been focussed'on the deveJ^ent^f
dT"l° T^0^ ^6 COn?ftitiveness and to expand the consumption of sisal

accountT^'h. I °f ?°5Slbl° Pro^ect5' which cou" be financed by the second
should LrLf /T ?°d> althou£h views remai" divergent on whether the project
aJpHcabili?" ° y th°Se WhiCh fulfm the criteri°" °f »ide geographical

JQ' TD/B/IPC/Hard Fibres/24, July 1931.
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1O1. Consideration is being
countries for the establishment

2srv
these autonomous couOcil OTd serviced

- » - - -— -c
sponsoring measures

for financing by the second account

Iron ore

£&,8S-AtK
essentially involving the management of

103. The preparatory worK on iron
Programme for Commodities is still at a
the form of discussions on studies P^P

the commodity and the possible ^f

£cnSenefip
future'* therefore appear to be doubtful

SS

« £ ^y
On problems facing

f0^eir solution have not
an International Commodity Agreement
S^ount. at least in the near

.lute and iute products

conference was convened in 1981 to

wmm
for 20 to

5 o^oditiesidenUfSin th/uNCTAP,

- Continue when theTrovisS: fofa
proposed International Jute Organization is
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With reggrd to the .scoj>e of the developmental measures, there is agreement

that; these woujlfj.^nclud? research and1 development and market promotion as well as
measures aimed at cost reduction'^ arid the preparatory meetings have considered ;
programmes of priority projects in these areas. These projects would fall within

the ambit of the Second Account of the Fund for financing; ■ ■ ;,■ .;■

Manganese

' ' ' ' ■ ' '''.'• ' v ' ■ ' ;■

107. The prices o£ manganese ore have not: been subject to short-term fluctuations.

The main problems are the long-term decline in reajl prices and .in the 'share of
developing countries in world trade 21/, .■■.-■■?

108. Although this commodity is listed, in resolution 93(IV)' on the Integrated

Programme for; Commodities, the countries..concerned have so far not shown sufficient

interest in pursuing .international discussions, on it, A meeting bf an iriter-
1 'governmental Group of .Experts is. scheduled to take place, on 13-17 December 1982
to discuss governmental views on:the current problems facing manganese, but the:
prospect of concluding an international Commodity Agreement which can benefit' from

the operations of the First Account, at least in the near future, appears to be

doubtful. ' .• ■■■--..■ : . . .

109. The possibility of establishing an international arrangement on manganese

which could benefit from the Second Account has,also not yet been discussed;

Hovfever; consideration may be given to such.a possibility and to the adoption of

measures such as research and development, productivity improvement arid increased

participation of developing countries in processing marketing and distribution.

Neat ;..

110. For a variety of technical and economic reasons stocking arrangements are

not considered'suitable for meat. In the discussions under the integrated

Programme for Commodities, attention has, therefore been focussed on a co-ordinated

intereatiohal programme of developmental measures for which the secbmT Account

could be an important source of finance. It has been agreed that interested

governments should provide to.the UMCTAD secretariat proposals for projects which

they regard as beingsof high.priority,in the meat economy and, haying.irt mind the

suggested criteria set out in;document TD/B/IPq/iiEAT/7, capable of yieiding
benefits to .the greatest possible number of countries. These project proposals

; covered measures such, as productivity improvements; research and development market

promotion as well jas measures to assist vertical diversification. '

^V TD/B/IPC/Manganese/9 and add.l.
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111. On the basis of the individual country contributions, homogeneous programmes

of projects which take into account the requirement of each region as a whole will
be prepared by the secretariats of W-ICTAD and FAG ana submitted to regional serai tars
of governmental experts convened by UNCT.ftn and the regional commissions. Final!.",
the regional programmes were submitted to the Third Preparatory Meeting on ifeat,

which agreed that the secretariats of FAO and UNCTAD should prepare the projects
to the stage at which they would be suitable for submission to the SeconJ Account
of the Fund, and that the FAO Intergovernmental Group on Meat would be an appropriate

body to sponsor these, projects for Second Account, consideration. Subsequently,
the committee on commodities requested the Secretary-General of■UNCTAD to hold
consultations with producers ami consumers of hides anc' skins, which coula ultimately

lead to their inclusion in-the IPC. . '

Phosphates ; , ,

112. This commodity' faces1'problems of under-supply or of over-supply and associated
fluctuations in prices for which the expansion of consumption.of phosphates misht

be the preferred course of action. . '

113. Although this commodity is listed in resolution 93(IV) on the Integra%ed..
Programme for Commodities, the countries concerned aave so far not shown sufficient
interest in pursuing international discussions on it. The prospect of concluding
an International Commodity Agreement which can benefit from the operations of the
First Account, at least, in the near future, therefore appear to be doubtful.

114. The possibility of establishing an international arrangement on man-anese

which could.benefit frora^the Second Account has also not yet been discussed,
however, consideration may he given to such a possibility and" to the adoption* of
measures such as research and development, productivity improvement and increased
participation of developing countries- in processing, marketing and distribution.

115V At "the outset of discussions under the Integrated Programme for Commodities,

agreement was reached in "principle..,to work towards the establishment of an
International Agreement on Tea 22/. The. stabilization measures under consideration

includes both supply management..and stocking, however, the third.preparatory =

meeting, concluded on 14 May 1982, agreed to advance towards an agreement based on
export quotas, providing only for a study of the feasibility of supporting the
agreements objectives by a buffer stock. Should such a stock ultimately=be agreed,;
the expected tea agreement could benefit from the First Account of the Common Fund.-

116. Measures other than supply arrangement, and notably the promotion of
consumption research and development, marketing and distribution and diversification
would also be included in the tea agreement, which would look to the Second Account

22/ TD/B/IPC/TEA/14, Article 28.
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Tnt^tinnJt £l"ancin?' Tea Producing countries have recently established the
International Tea Promotion Association (ITPA) with a view to expanding the
market for tea through!the generic promotion of consumption.

Tropical timber

117. In the preparatory work on tropical timber under the Integrated Programme
ft£ *!T^™ ?6S- I events have been identified as a basis for negotiations
for,the conclusion of an international agreement. These are research and develop
ment, improved market intelligence, reforestation and forest management and
processing in developing countries. Considerable amount of technfcalwork has
been done on each of these elements and it has been agreed that the neeotiatil
phase will start soon. A meeting will be held 29 November - 3 DecemberHit to
consiaer institutional issues such as the structure and financing ofSe International
Tropical Tinber Organisation which would be established under the Agreement.

nu^b ^f SeC°nd ACCOUnt could serve as an important source of finance for a
in particularSthoS T T^ *** incorporated in the agreement on tropical timber
and market intelligence ^ reSearCh and development, marketing and processing

Vegetable oils and oilseeds other than
roundnut, coconut and olive oil

nt;:;.srr£ zs ;

s=ta£ ,

processing

120. The involvement, of the Common Fund for this commodity sector is expected
therefore, to be limited to the financing of measures other than stocking and
would depend on the elaborating, within the framework of the LLgrattogrammes

23/ TD/B/IPC/OILS/ ^ara. 6-8.
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for commodities, of programmes eligible for financing by the Second Account. These

programmes could cover measures such as: research and,development, market

promotion; local proceeding; and increased participation of, developing countries

in the marketing and distribution of their products. • ■ ;;

Vegetable oils and oilseeds - coconuts and products

r;.

121. In addition to the pilot programme for coconuts mentioned above the secretariats

of UNCTAD and FAO have finalized a draft international programme of research and
development for coconuts, coconut oil and products (excluding coir for which a

separate programme was prepared), in close collaboration with the countries concerned

and the competent regional organizations, particularly the Asian and Pacific
Cocpnut Community. This programme is estimated to cost about 828 million oveT

an initial period of five years. Consideration is also being given to possible

action in other fields such as marketing and market promotion, and local processing.

122.' the Second Account of the Common Fund could begin by assisting the above

programme of research and development^ ' In the medium and long-term it could also

assist in financing measures aimed at opening up new markets and at increasing

the, participation of developing exporting countries in the processing marketing and

dis'triDutidn of groundnuts and their products.

PART V .'.;.-. ■ , . ' ,

WAYS AMD MEANS OF OPTIMISING POSSIBLE BENEFITS

(i) Signing and ratifying Common Fund Agreement

123. The Common Fund as an arm of the Nairobi UNCTAD Resolution 93(IV) took four

years to negotiate. The signing and ratifying has also taken.long to realize^

The first deadline lapsed on 31 March 1982 and the second deadline is set for

30;September 1983. The delay both in negotiating the agreement and subsequently

the signing and ratifying represent a substantial loss in terms of potential

benefits which should and could have accrued much earlier.

124. Considering the relative importance of the Fund, as an instrument for the

establishment of a New International Economic Order,the Conference of African

Ministers of Trade, at their meeting held from 1-3 February 1982, recommended that

all African countries should sign and ratify the Common Fund for Commodities

Agreement as it represented a major step forward, and provided a framework which

could be improved on as time goes by. Action in this respect by Africa, which is

the Continent comprising the largest number of developing countries, would; represent

a decicive factor in the establishment of this new instrument of international

co-operation and the restructuring of the Commodity sector.
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125. The Common Fund is a complementary element for the implementation of the

integrated programme for commodities and, as such, any failure in its implementation

inevitably will have a bearing on the operation capacity-of the integrated programme

for commodities. It therefore follows that, if the common fund Agreement is allowed

to lapse, re-negotiations will have to be undertaken to make provision for the

anticipated role of the Common Fund within the IPC. While'this is not an

impossibility, the further delays have a built-in risk of losing the momentum and

sympathy of particularly developed countries in achieving the IPC objectives, some

of which (i.e. developed countries) have never been too keen, in the first place,

to achieve such objectives- '"",.'

126. In the long-run^the objectives of the African region may be better served by

speeding the entry of C.F. in force and then move on the stage of reforms in the

C.F. agreement including the addition of other essential elements to the Commodity

package of international measures. It may very well be that soon after entry in

force, the C.F. could become the forum for the discussions of all problems relating
to the production and trade of commodities exported mainly by developing countries

and thus could become a catalyst for negotiating new commodity agreements covering

commodities outside the initial list of 18 under the IPC.

127. In addition tb the frontier areas for which the C.F. can be made to respond,

there are aspects of IPC which are referred too but not fully evolved and to which

tangible expression or outlets must be made. The proposal for the creation of a

new financing facility aimed at compensating the Commodity export shortfalls of

developing countries is a prime example. A possible alternative is a provision

for a third account unHer +ho c.p •>**->*r*i "miM roTmTetnerit or substitute the

existing limited facilities under the IMF or STABEX of EEC.

(ii) Solidarity among producers

128. A number of producer associations exists which demonstrate the awareness on

part of producers to co-operate. For some,this solidarity has demonstrated an

effectiveness in yielding results to producers.

129. In addition to sueh sectoral interest, there is a greater need for a wider

and deeper form of co-operation horizontally and vertically. The Common Fund offers

a framework for enabling the developing producer countries in particular to prepare

themselves for negotiations designed to yield maximum results, within the

international context.

130. To realize this framework, the element o£ solidarity should be exercised even

at the level of signing and ratifying the C.F. agreement. While the process

continues, every effort should be undertaken: to move further with negotiating and

concluding the Commodity agreements which provide the cornerstone for the Fund

as well as undertaking other IPC measures.
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PART VI

CONCLUDING REflARKS

131. The Integrated Programme for Commodities and the Common Fund as its
complementary partner are useful innovations designed to meet the ills in the
commodity sectors. These two complementary measures are tools in the quest for
restructuring the world economic order. The success of these measures will
represent a major contribution to the efforts of negotiated compromises based
on consensus of opinion at the international level.

132. The Common Fund is designed to be a cementing force. Its global and
intercommodity focus allows it to foster precisely the comprehensive approach
to commodities required by current problems. Its establishment is a recognition
of the interdependence which binds producers and consumers together. Thus, it

rnJL!n* UCt °f mU!USl TGd/ and its strenSth lies ^ well thought out and'strong
commodity agreements or/and arrangements.

133. In so far as Africa is concerned, some form of step-by step approach may
well be at this stage, the most useful and profitable strategy to be pursued. In
addition to what can be obtained through such international agreements and the
facilities of the Common Fund, strong and self-reliant complementary efforts must

l^AUX!Zerla 2 at the African level- This calls f0* strong intra-African trade
and greater focus on producing relevant products out of the resources to meet
this alternative challenge.

llt'eZ™*1ly\uhe African countries, in the light of the potential benefits they
may show from the operation of the Common Fund Agreement and in spite of its
shortcomings should consider seriously ratifying the Common Fund agreement and
aoing so as soon as possible. Any further delays may give other groups a basis

ww ^ I*116' lf ?" COTmon Fund ls made t0 °Perate as ^on as possible,
further negotiations could be initiated to implement other measures called for
under the integrated programme for commodities and indeed even to reform the
Common Fund itself.




